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To make sense of complex soundscapes, listeners must select and attend to task-relevant streams while ignoring 

uninformative sounds. One possible neural mechanism underlying this process is alignment of endogenous oscil- 

lations with the temporal structure of the target sound stream. Such a mechanism has been suggested to mediate 

attentional modulation of neural phase-locking to the rhythms of attended sounds. However, such modulations 

are compatible with an alternate framework, where attention acts as a filter that enhances exogenously-driven 

neural auditory responses. Here we attempted to test several predictions arising from the oscillatory account by 

playing two tone streams varying across conditions in tone duration and presentation rate; participants attended 

to one stream or listened passively. Attentional modulation of the evoked waveform was roughly sinusoidal and 

scaled with rate, while the passive response did not. However, there was only limited evidence for continuation 

of modulations through the silence between sequences. These results suggest that attentionally-driven changes 

in phase alignment reflect synchronization of slow endogenous activity with the temporal structure of attended 

stimuli. 
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As we navigate the world, we are bombarded by more sensory in-

ormation than we can process and respond to. One of the brain’s most

mportant tasks, therefore, is to focus on the most relevant information

hile ignoring the rest. Whereas the eye can be directed to point at and

ocus on regions of visual space, this mechanical strategy is generally

ot available to the human auditory system. Instead, it must use neural

echanisms to segregate acoustic information into sources or ’streams’,

elect one stream, and then actively attend to that stream to extract

ask-relevant information ( Shinn-Cunningham, 2008 ; Holt et al., 2018 ).

What neural strategies might the listener use to focus in on and track

 task-relevant stream? One possibility is to filter auditory streams based

n acoustic dimensions along which they differ. For example, if one

tream lies in a higher frequency band than the other, listeners could

electively attend to that stream by directing attention to a particular

requency band (spectrally-selective attention; Paltoglou et al., 2009 ;

ritz et al., 2012 ; Da Costa et al., 2013 ; Dick et al., 2017 ; Riecke et al.,

017 ). Another possible strategy is to take advantage of timing or rhyth-

ic differences between streams, so that attention can be directed to

ime points likely to contain the to-be-attended stream and less likely to

ontain the to-be-ignored stream ( Nobre and van Ede, 2018 ). 

That listeners make use of temporally-selective attention to select

ound streams for further processing is supported by findings that tem-
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oral differences between a target stream and a distractor stream help

oost performance on attention tasks. When target stimuli are presented

mong distractors, prior knowledge about target timing onsets has been

hown to boost tone detection ( Bonino and Leibold, 2008 ), birdsong

dentification ( Best et al., 2007 ), word recognition ( Gatehouse and

keroyd, 2008 ), and speech comprehension ( Kitterick et al., 2010 ).

oreover, when speaking, talkers modulate the temporal characteristics

f speech to minimize overlap with background speech, thus allowing

isteners to use such a temporally-selective strategy to understand what

he speaker is saying ( Cooke and Lu, 2010 ). 

How might the brain carry out such temporally-selective attention?

ne possibility is that brain activity “entrains ” to the attended stream,

uch that endogenous neural oscillations phase-lock to its temporal

tructure ( Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009 ). 1 Indeed, when non-human pri-

ates attend to one stream in an inter-modal attention task, slow neu-

al activity aligns with the temporal structure of the attended stream

 Lakatos et al., 2008 ). Similarly, in humans, attention to alternating au-

itory versus visual stimuli is linked to a shift in phase of 180° in a slow

odulation of neural activity at the within-modality presentation rate

 Besle et al., 2011 ). 

This endogenous oscillation hypothesis has influenced a large body

f cognitive neuroscience research on selective attention. However,

ost of this research has not directly examined the exact form of the
1 In recent years the term "neural entrainment" has been sometimes used more 

roadly to refer to any regular temporal relationship between the rhythmic 

tructure of a stimulus and a neural response, regardless of whether this relation- 

hip reflects the influence of endogenous oscillations; see below for a discussion. 
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Fig. 1. Contrasting predictions of the attentional filter and neural entrainment 

accounts of auditory selective attention for the shape of the attentional modu- 

lation waveform. Top: Passive response to low/high tone pairs presented at a 

rate of 2 Hz. N1 responses are indicated via text label and bold outline. Middle: 

expected modulation waveform (attend high versus attend low conditions) if 

selective attention to a frequency band enhances N1 responses in the attended 

band. Bottom: expected modulation waveform if selective attention is carried 

out via alignment of endogenous neural rhythms with the attended tones. Note 

that the neural entrainment account predicts that attentional waveform modu- 

lation will begin before the onset of the N1. 
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ttentional modulation of neural activity. Instead, most studies on both

on-human animals and human participants rely on less direct measures

f neural entrainment, such as inter-trial phase-locking. For example,

akatos et al. (2013) and Lakatos et al. (2016) showed that when rhesus

acaques attend to one of two tone streams presented at different rates,

hase-locking at the attended rate increases. Similarly, when human

articipants attend to one of two temporally interdigitated tone streams,

here is a roughly 180-degree shift in the phase of the neural response

t the tone stream presentation rate ( Laffere et al., 2020a, b ). Studies of

elective attention to speech have also shown that low-frequency neu-

al activity more closely mirrors the slow amplitude modulation pat-

erns of the attended stimulus stream, compared to the ignored stream

 Kerlin et al., 2010 ; Ding and Simon, 2013 ; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013 ;

’Sullivan et al., 2015 ; Ghinst et al., 2016 ). This phenomenon is some-

imes interpreted according to the endogenous oscillation framework,

.e. as reflecting entrainment of cortical oscillations to the temporal

tructure of attended speech ( Horton et al., 2013 ; Riecke et al., 2018 ;

uglsang et al., 2020 ; for a discussion, see Obleser and Kayser, 2019 ). 

Such research has shown that attention modulates the strength of the

elationship between neural activity and the temporal structure of the

ttended signal. However, this entrainment in a broad sense —the pres-

nce of stimulus-brain temporal alignment —is not strong evidence for

ntrainment in a narrow sense —phase-locking of ongoing oscillations.

s defined by Obleser and Kayser 2019 , a more stringent test of entrain-

ent in a narrow sense is to show that the phase of endogenous, ongoing

scillators is adjusted, such that peaks align with timepoints containing

coustic edges in attended stimuli. With the exception of Lakatos et al.,

008 and Besle et al., 2011 , both of whom showed evidence for the ex-

stence of slow neural rhythms aligned with the temporal structure of

ttended stimulus streams, the remainder of these findings are consis-

ent with an alternate explanation – that attention acts as a filter atten-

ating and amplifying exogenous responses to sound. Attention-driven

ncreases in phase-locking or shifts in neural phase at the rate of stimu-

us presentation could potentially be generated by enhancement of the

agnitude of ERPs to the onsets of sounds in attended streams, with re-

ponses to sounds in unattended streams either unaltered or attenuated.

ndeed, a large body of research has shown that selective attention to

 sound stream can increase the amplitude of exogenously-evoked po-

entials to sound onsets within the target stream ( Hillyard et al., 1973 ;

hait et al., 2010 ; Choi et al., 2013 ; Dai et al., 2018 ), including the

50 and N100 components ( Woldorff et al., 1993 ). These enhanced re-

ponses would then lead to the increased phase-locking commonly re-

orted as a neural correlate of auditory selective attention. 

In sum, much of the existing research on auditory selective attention

s consistent with two competing explanations: one positing selective

ttention as a filter that amplifies or attenuates exogenous responses to

timuli, and the other suggesting that endogenous oscillators synchro-

ize to the temporal structure of attended stimuli. In the study reported

elow, we designed an EEG experiment to potentially adjudicate be-

ween these two explanations. Two groups of participants were asked

o attend to one of two streams composed of temporally interleaved

one sequences. Across conditions, we manipulated tone presentation

ate; across groups, we varied tone duration. By examining the shape

f the attentional modulation of the ERP waveform, we can test predic-

ions linked to the neural entrainment versus attentional filter accounts.

irst, if the ’attention as neural filter’ account holds, and attention mod-

lates the gain of event-related responses to sound onset, then the width

f the attentional modulation should be limited to the time window of

he N100 – or, if it extends to time points containing adjacent positive

omponents, the modulation’s polarity should flip (changing from neg-

tive to positive). On the other hand, the neural entrainment account

uggests that the attentional modulation should extend over a greater

ength of time, especially at slower rates. The contrasting predictions

f the attentional filter and neural entrainment accounts are illustrated

n Fig. 1 , which shows how the response waveform in the 2 Hz condi-

ion would be modulated by 1) attentional enhancement of the N100,
2 
s posited by the attentional filter account, and 2) alignment of an os-

illation with the attended stream, as posited by the neural entrainment

ccount. 

The endogenous entrainment account also predicts that attentional

odulations could continue through the silence between tone sequences

"forward entrainment"; Saberi and Hickok, 2021 ), as some oscillatory

ystems are self-sustaining. By contrast, the attentional filter account

redicts that attentional modulations should die out rapidly after the

ffset of the final tone of the sequence. However, sustained oscillation

n silence is not a characteristic of all oscillatory systems, and so while

nding a lack of endogenous entrainment would place constraints on the

haracteristics of endogenous models of temporally-selective attention,

t would not be strong evidence against a role for neural oscillations

Doelling & Assaneo, 2021). 

To ensure that any increases in the duration of the modulated por-

ions of the waveform at slower rates are not simply driven by increases

n tone duration, we included a between-subjects manipulation, such

hat for half of the participants the tones scaled in duration with rate,
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hile for the remaining participants, the tones were always 40 ms in

uration. Endogenous entrainment accounts posit that neural rhythms

lign with sudden stimulus changes or acoustic "edges" ( Doelling et al.,

014 ), and so these accounts would predict that attentional modulations

hould align with the onset of the tones and so be relatively unaffected

y manipulations of tone duration. 

A second goal of this project was to examine the relationship between

resentation rate and the effects of attention on neural phase-locking

o stimulus temporal structure. The motor system has been proposed to

enerate temporal predictions that increase neural sensitivity to upcom-

ng onsets in attended sound streams ( Morillon and Schroeder, 2015 ).

hat the motor system is involved in temporally-selective attention is

upported by the finding that individuals with more consistent self-

aced tapping show more robust effects of attention on neural phase-

ocking to attended sound streams ( Laffere et al. 2020b ). If temporally-

elective attention does rely on implicit motor planning, then phase-

ocking to attended sound streams may be more robust for slower rates,

s the ability to align movements with the temporal structure of sound

s rate-limited ( Repp 2003 ). To investigate this possibility, we compared

egree of phase-locking to the attended band and the difference in phase

etween the attend high and attend low conditions across rates, pre-

icting that the phase of neural activity would be better aligned with

ttended streams at slower rates. 

aterials and methods 

articipants 

Participants were postgraduate students enrolled in courses related

o auditory processing (audiology, auditory neuroscience and acoustics)

r professional musicians or audio engineers living in London. Partic-

pants were selected for higher levels of auditory experience and ex-

ertise because the experiment was quite demanding of auditory atten-

ion, and in previous studies, non-expert participants required somewhat

ore training to achieve good performance in the task ( Laffere et al.,

020a ). 15 participants (aged 19–48, M = 29.47, SD = 7.41; 9 females)

ook part in the first experiment (with variable tone durations across

resentation rates). 14 different participants (aged 22–36, M = 28.36,

D = 4.89; 9 females) took part in the second experiment (with a sin-

le fixed short tone duration across presentation rates). All participants

eported no prior diagnosis of hearing impairment or neurological dis-

rders affecting hearing. The experimental paradigm was approved by

he Research Ethics Committee of the Department of Psychological Sci-

nces at Birkbeck, University of London. Processed data are available at

ttps://osf.io/mds9q/. 

xperimental and stimulus design and presentation 

In both experiments, participants listened to series of interleaved

one sequences segregated into high and low frequency bands (see

ig. 2 ). Both experiments used a fully within-subject design, crossing

ttention condition (attend-high band sequences, attend-low band se-

uences, listen passively) with within-band tone presentation rate (2 Hz,

 Hz, 4 Hz, 5 Hz). (Our use of 2 Hz as the slowest condition was moti-

ated by time considerations; the experiment lasted approximately two

ours, and slower rates (such as 1 Hz) would have required an infeasi-

le amount of extra time, relative to the other conditions.) Each of the

2 combinations of attention condition by tone presentation rate was

ompleted by each participant, with condition order randomized across

articipants. 

The basic stimulus units were cosine-ramped pure tones constructed

t a 48 kHz sampling rate using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Nat-

ck, MA). These tones were arranged into sequences of six, followed by a

ilent period; tone and silence duration varied with experiment and con-

ition, as explained below. Stimuli were presented diotically through

tymotic 3A insert earphones (Etymotic, Elk Grove Village, IL) at 80 dB
3 
ound pressure level. The ramp duration was equal to 1/5 of the total

one duration. 

The tones were presented in two frequency bands. For each band,

 set of three possible fundamental frequencies was randomly sampled

o create mini-sequences of three tones (185, 207.7, and 233.1 Hz for

he low band and 370, 415.3, and 466.2 Hz for the high band). These

ones were presented 180° out of phase with a within-band rate of pre-

entation varying between blocks of 2 Hz, 3 Hz, 4 Hz, or 5 Hz (i.e.

ith 500 ms, 333 ms, 250 ms or 200 ms between tone onsets respec-

ively). Tones in low (A) and high (B) frequency bands alternated, form-

ng a repeating ABABAB pattern followed by a silence equal in duration

o one cycle of the within-band rate (i.e. 500 ms, 333 ms, etc.). The

BABAB pattern plus silence composed one trial. (Note that the first

one of each sequence was always a low tone; this ensured that time

f onset of sequences in each frequency band was always predictable,

acilitating stream segregation and selection). Each block consisted of

0 trials; 3–6 sequence repetitions were spaced semi-randomly within

ach frequency band, with the constraint that there was at least one

on-repeating sequence between the repetitions. Finally, for each of the

wo experiments, there was a single run for each condition, with seven

0-trial blocks per run and a total of 210 trials per condition. 

The Variable Tone Length and Fixed Tone Length Experiments dif-

ered in the length of the tones used to construct the sequences. In the

ariable Tone Length Experiment, tone length differed across the pre-

entation rate conditions, such that, within each condition, tone dura-

ion was always equal to half of one cycle of the within-band presenta-

ion rate. This equaled 250 ms for 2 Hz, 166.66 ms for 3 Hz, 125 ms for

 Hz, and 100 ms for 5 Hz. In the Fixed Tone Length Experiment, tones

ere always 40 ms in length, and this duration did not differ across the

resentation rate conditions. 

ehavioral task 

In the two ’Active’ conditions, participants were asked to attend to

one sequences in the low- or high-frequency band, while ignoring the

ones presented in the competing frequency band. The participants’ task

as to identify the repetition of a mini-sequence in the attended fre-

uency band and respond by clicking the mouse. In other words, they

ere asked to respond whenever the mini-sequence they were currently

earing was identical to the previous mini-sequence (a one-back mem-

ry task). In a third ’Passive’ condition, participants were asked to sit

uietly and listen to the tones without attending to either band, pressing

 button at the end of each block to advance to the next block. 

For the Active conditions, the latency window for recording behav-

oral responses to the target began at the onset of the third tone of the

econd presentation of the repeated sequence (the first time point at

hich the participant could theoretically detect the repetition). The tar-

et window extended for 1.5 s across conditions. Text feedback was

isplayed for correct answers, missed targets, and false alarms. Perfor-

ance was measured as d -prime, with the false alarm rate calculated

sing the total number of non-target sequences as the highest possible

umber of false alarms. A repeated measures ANOVA with one within-

ubjects factor (Rate: 2, 3, 4, and 5 Hz) was used to investigate whether

 -prime differed across rates, with the Greenhouse-Geisser correction

pplied due to violation of sphericity. 

EG data acquisition 

Electrophysiological data were recorded using a BioSemi ActiveTwo

2-channel EEG system at a 16,384 Hz sample rate and with open filters

n Acti-View (BioSemi) acquisition software. A standard 10/20 montage

f active electrodes positioned in a fitted head cap with a sintered Ag-

gCl pallet was used. Two additional electrodes were placed on the left

nd right earlobes as external reference points. Contact impedance was

ept below 20 k Ω throughout the testing session. 
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Fig. 2. Schematics showing experimental design. The top row shows two trials of the Variable Tone Length Experiment, and the second row two trials of the Fixed 

Tone Length Experiment, in quasi-musical notation. For ease of depiction on one stave, fundamental frequencies depicted by musical notes are one octave higher 

than those used in the experiment. For each tone rate condition in the variable tone length experiment, all tones are set to a condition-specific duration (see Figure 

and Methods); in the fixed tone length experiment, all tones are 40 ms long regardless of rate condition. The third row shows a segment of an example run of the 

’attend high band, 2 Hz within-band tone presentation rate’ condition from the variable tone length experiment. Each run is made up of 7 blocks of 30 trials, where 

a trial contains two interleaved 3-tone sequences, one in the higher frequency band, and one in the lower band. There are three low/high-tone ’cycles’ in a trial, 

followed by a silence equal in duration to an additional cycle. The bottom row shows all twelve runs for a single experiment, where each run is a combination of 

attention condition and within-band tone presentation rate. Note that run order is randomized across participants. See supplementary material for audio of example 

blocks. 
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EG data processing 

Event markers for the beginning of each block were recorded from

rigger pulses sent to the neural data collection computer. The result-

ng data were downsampled to 500 Hz and eye blinks and muscle con-

raction artifacts were identified by independent component analysis

 Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000 ; Vigário et al., 2000 ) and removed after vi-

ual inspection of component topographies and time courses. Data were

egmented into epochs aligned with trial onsets, with epoch duration

qualing 2.00, 1.33, 1.00, and 0.80 s for the 2, 3, 4, and 5 Hz conditions,

espectively. Then, individual segments were excluded if the signal in-

ensity of the channel exceeded ± 100 μV. All preprocessing steps were

onducted with the use of custom MATLAB scripts and the FieldTrip

/EEG analysis toolbox ( Oostenveld et al., 2011 ). 

requency domain analyses 

Time-frequency analysis was conducted via a Hann-windowed FFT

alculated over the entirety of each epoch. Inter-trial phase coherence

ITPC) was calculated via the following process. First, the amplitude and

hase at the frequency of within-band tone presentation was extracted

rom the FFT. Second, the amplitude of this vector was set to be equal

o 1 by dividing the vector by its length. This resulted in a set of vectors

ith amplitude 1 but varying phases, with a single vector per trial. These
4 
ectors were then phase-averaged; the resulting average vector is longer

or vectors that have more consistent phases. The length of the average

ector, therefore, was calculated as ITPC, which varies from 0 (no phase

onsistency across trials) to 1 (perfect phase alignment). Data analysis

both frequency domain and time domain) was conducted across the

ve channels with the highest inter-trial phase coherence at the within-

and presentation rate across all conditions and subjects (FC6, F4, FC1,

C2, Fz). For frequency domain analyses, inter-trial phase coherence

as calculated on a channel-by-channel basis across these five channels

nd then averaged. 

ITPC in the attend-high and attend-low conditions was averaged to-

ether and compared to ITPC in the passive condition. This served to

est the hypothesis that attention to one of the two bands would be

inked to an increase in phase coherence at the attended rate, and that

his attentional modulation would vary across frequencies. A 2 × 4 re-

eated measures ANOVA was run with two within-subjects factors —task

attention versus passive) and rate (2, 3, 4, and 5 Hz) —with log-

ransformed ITPC at the frequency of tone presentation as the dependent

ariable. 

ime domain analyses 

Effects of attention on the event-related waveform were investigated

y computing the average waveform across trials for the attend-high,
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ttend-low, and passive conditions (separately for each presentation

ate). Due to the continuous rhythmic stimulus presentation, there was

ot a meaningful pre-stimulus period for baseline amplitude calcula-

ion. Although there was a brief pause between sequences, one of our

ypotheses was that effects of attention would continue through the

ause. As a result, we could not assume that the period just before the

nset of each trial was devoid of neural responses, and so epochs were

aselined prior to averaging by subtracting the mean across the entire

poch. 

Each sequence within each frequency band consisted of three tones.

hus, according to the neural entrainment hypothesis, each epoch

hould contain four cycles of a sinusoidal modulation of the ERP wave-

orm due to attention: three cycles aligned with the three tones of the

equence, followed by a fourth continuing through the silence. To test

his hypothesis, we calculated the average passive waveform and atten-

ional modulation waveform (attend-high minus attend-low waveforms)

nderlying a single cycle of the hypothesized sinusoid. For example, for

he 5 Hz condition, we averaged together the period between 0 and 0.2,

.2 and 0.4, and 0.4 to 0.6 s to calculate a single average response with

 duration of 0.2 s. This period consisted of the average response to a

air of tones, a low tone (since the sequence in the low band always

egan first) followed by a high tone. To investigate the extent to which

assive responses and attentional modulation continued into the silence

etween sequences, we separately analyzed the remaining portion of the

esponse (which, in the 5 Hz condition, would be the period between

.6 and 0.8 s). 

For the average response to each ’tone pair’, paired t-tests were con-

ucted to determine the time points (at 2 ms temporal resolution) where

here was a significant difference in amplitude between a) attend-high

nd attend-low conditions, b) attend-high and passive conditions, and c)

ttend-low and passive conditions. We also used paired t-tests to investi-

ate the difference in amplitude between the attend-high and attend-low

onditions during the silence between sequences. In addition, unpaired

-tests were conducted to determine the time points at which there was a

ignificant difference between the short-tone and long-tone experiments

n the attentional modulation (attend-high minus attend-low) and pas-

ive response. Each of these analyses was separately corrected for multi-

le comparisons using the False Discovery Rate method ( Benjamini and

ochberg, 1995 ). 

Finally, we calculated the degree to which the attentional modu-

ation (attend-high minus attend-low) was sinusoidal in shape; we did

his by fitting a sinusoid to each participant’s data for each presenta-

ion rate condition as follows. (To avoid overfitting, the phase of the

inusoid was determined using a leave-one-participant-out procedure).

irst, an average attentional modulation was calculated across all but

ne of the participants. Next, an FFT was used to extract the phase of

he signal at the within-band presentation rate (2 Hz for the 2 Hz condi-

ion, for example). This phase was then used to construct a model sinu-

oid which was correlated with the attentional modulation waveform of

he left-out participant. This procedure was conducted across all partic-

pants and all conditions. The resulting r-values were then converted to

-scores to allow comparison of the sinusoidal fit across presentation rate

onditions. 

esults 

ehavioral results 

Attention performance (see Table 1 ) differed across the four presen-

ation rates (F(2.67, 74.68) = 2.94, p < 0.05), with better performance

or slower rates. Nonetheless, average behavioral performance for each

ate was well above chance levels (all d’ > 2). Post-hoc Bonferroni-

orrected t-tests were used to examine pairwise differences in attention

erformance between rates. No significant difference between condi-

ions was found. 
5 
EG time-frequency analyses 

Because we did not have a prior hypothesis regarding effects of tone

uration on attentional modulation of ITPC, EEG time-frequency anal-

ses were collapsed over the Variable Tone Duration and Fixed Tone

uration experiments. When participants were asked to actively attend

o one of the two bands and detect occasional repeated sequences, ITPC

t the within-band presentation rate was higher than during passive lis-

ening (main effect of task F(1,28) = 37.65, p < 0.001; see Table 1 and

ig. 3 ), thus replicating previous findings ( Laffere et al., 2020a,b ). Al-

hough there was no overall ITPC difference across rates (F(3,84) = 1.10,

 > 0.1), the ITPC difference between active and passive conditions was

maller for the faster rates (task x rate interaction, F(3,84) = 7.00, p <

.001). In the active conditions, post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired

-tests showed that ITPC was smaller in the 5 Hz condition relative

o the 2 Hz (t(28) = 3.73, p(corrected) = 0.005), 3 Hz (t(28) = 4.26,

(corrected) = 0.001), and 4 Hz (t(28) = 3.01, p(corrected) = 0.033)

onditions. No other differences between conditions were significant. In

he passive conditions, no significant differences in ITPC between rate

onditions were found (all p > 0.1). 

EG time-domain analyses: effect of tone duration 

To investigate the effects of tone length on the passive response and

ttentional waveform modulation for the tone pairs, we first compared

vent-related waveforms for the Variable Tone Length and Fixed Tone

ength Experiments, using False Discovery Rate to control for multiple

omparisons ( Fig. 4 ). Only for the 2 Hz rate were there significant differ-

nces between conditions for the attentional modulations. Importantly,

here was no obvious trend for the width of the attentional modulation

o be shorter in the Fixed Tone Length Experiment (in which the tones

ere 40 ms in length) as compared to the Variable Tone Length Ex-

eriment (in which the tone length varied between 100 and 250 ms).

ndeed, any trend was in the opposite direction, and the significant dif-

erence in the 2 Hz condition showed longer modulations for the Fixed

40 ms) Tone Length Experiment (particularly in the 2 Hz and 5 Hz

onditions). Overall, this analysis showed that, if sinusoidal attentional

odulations scale with rate (as predicted by the neural entrainment hy-

othesis), this effect cannot be accounted for by a confounding effect of

one length. Subsequent analyses collapsed across the Fixed and Vari-

ble Tone Length Experiments. 

EG time-domain analyses: effect of attention 

Next, we investigated the time course of the effects by computing

he difference in the responses to low-high tone pairs between attend-

ow and attend-high conditions, collapsed across tone length condition.

e first determined which portions of the response showed a significant

ifference across low versus high attention conditions after correction

or multiple comparisons, and then compared the alignment between

hese attention effects and the shape of the passive response ( Fig. 5 ).

cross rates, the attentional modulation followed a roughly sinusoidal

hape, and the length of the modulated portions of the responses scaled

ith rate, such that slower rates were linked to longer modulations. For

xample, while in the 4 Hz condition the initial significant positive at-

entional modulation extended from 70 to 180 ms, in the 2 Hz condition

he modulation extended from 4 to 193 ms. Across rates, the peaks of the

ttentional modulation aligned with the N1 of the two tones in the pas-

ive condition, such that the positive modulation peak was aligned with

he N1 of the low tone response and the negative modulation peak was

ligned with the N1 of the high tone response. This suggests that the

ttentional modulation could be partially accounted for via enhance-

ent of the N1 response to the low tone in the attend-low condition

nd enhancement of the N1 response to the high tone in the attend-high

ondition. 
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Table 1 

Performance and neural metrics (means and standard deviations) from time-frequency analy- 

ses across presentation rate conditions. 

2 Hz 3 Hz 4 Hz 5 Hz 

Attention performance (dprime) 2.70 (0.88) 2.73 (0.78) 2.58 (0.84) 2.44 (0.91) 

Active log(ITPC) − 1.77 (0.46) − 1.68 (0.44) − 1.83 (0.43) − 2.07 (0.37) 

Passive log(ITPC) − 2.35 (0.49) − 2.39 (0.49) − 2.16 (0.51) − 2.19 (0.45) 

Fig. 3. ITPC at the within-band tone presentation rate in Active and Passive conditions across four different presentation rate conditions. 

Fig. 4. Comparison of short tone (blue) and long tone (black) waveforms across four different rate conditions. Waveforms display the average response to low-high 

tone pairs. Horizontal blue and gray lines display the timing of tone presentation in the fixed length and variable length conditions, respectively, with the timing 

of the low tone displayed at the bottom of the plot, and that of the high tone displayed at the top of the plot. The top plots display the difference in waveforms 

between the attend high and attend low conditions, while the bottom plots display the responses in the passive conditions. Shaded regions indicate standard error of 

the mean. Thicker lines indicate time points in which difference between conditions survived correction for multiple comparisons. 

6 
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Fig. 5. Difference between waveforms in attend high and attend low conditions (top) and passive responses (bottom) across four different rate conditions (please 

note difference in x-axis timescale across conditions). Waveforms display the average response to low-high tone pairs collapsed across tone length condition; the high 

tone began at the time indicated by the dotted vertical line. Shaded regions indicate standard error of the mean. Thicker lines indicate time points in which either 

the comparison between attend high and attend low waveforms (top) or comparison with baseline (bottom) survived correction for multiple comparisons. Note that 

positive-going voltage values are plotted as positive on the y-axis. 
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However, at the slower rates, the modulation was not limited to the

ime points associated with the passive N1. Instead, it entirely over-

apped with the time points for which the passive P1 significantly ex-

eeded baseline. In the 3 Hz condition, for example, the initial signifi-

ant positive attentional modulation extended from 37 to 184 ms, while

1 significantly exceeded baseline between 33 and 96 ms. Similarly, in

he 2 Hz condition, the initial significant positive modulation extended

rom 4 to 194 ms, while P1 significantly exceeded baseline from 51 to

0 ms. In the 4 Hz condition, there was a very early negative modula-

ion from 4 to 49 ms (likely reflecting carryover from a previous cycle),

ollowed by a positive modulation from 70 to 180 ms, followed by a

egative modulation from 201 to 248 ms. Finally, in the 5 Hz condi-

ion, there was a positive modulation from 35 to 68 ms, followed by a

egative modulation from 121 to 154 ms. 

Next, we computed the difference in the responses to low-high tone

airs between each separate attention condition (attend-low or attend-

igh) and the passive condition, determining which portions of the

aveform showed a significant difference between conditions after FDR

orrection for multiple comparisons. Comparing each attention condi-

ion to the passive condition enabled us to test the hypothesis that atten-

ional modulations would be biphasic (consisting of both positive and

egative modulations), even when only one of the two tones in the tone

air was attended. We began by examining the attend-low minus pas-

ive listening difference wave ( Fig. 6 , top ). The attentional modulation

as roughly sinusoidal in shape, with significantly modulated portions

hat scaled in length with rate, and an initial negative modulation fol-

owed by a subsequent positive modulation (after the onset of the high

one). For the 2 Hz condition, there was a significant negative modula-

ion from 16 to 162 ms, followed by a significant positive modulation

rom 244 to 373 ms. For the 3 Hz condition, there was a significant neg-
7 
tive modulation from 33 to 170 ms, followed by a significant positive

odulation from 219 to 330 ms. For the 4 Hz condition, there was a sig-

ificant positive modulation from 4 to 29 ms (likely a carry-over from

revious tone pair cycles), followed by a significant negative modula-

ion from 70 to 154 ms, followed by a significant positive modulation

rom 211 to 248 ms. For the 5 Hz condition, there was a significant

egative modulation from 100 to 156 ms. 

Next, we computed the difference in the responses to low-high tone

airs in attend-high and passive conditions, again determining which

ortions of the waveform showed a significant difference between con-

itions after FDR correction for multiple comparisons ( Fig. 6 , bottom ).

he evidence regarding the shape of the attentional modulation was

omewhat less clear for this comparison, with in some cases only brief

ortions of the waveform being significantly modulated; however, there

as evidence for a biphasic modulation in two of the four conditions,

ith an initial positive modulation followed by a subsequent negative

odulation. For example, for the 2 Hz condition, there were significant

ositive modulations from 4 to 10 ms, from 49 to 78 ms, and from 160

o 178 ms, followed by a significant negative modulation from 273 to

77 ms. For the 3 Hz condition, there was a significant positive modula-

ion from 107 to 178 ms, followed by a significant negative modulation

rom 207 to 293 ms. For both the 4 Hz and 5 Hz conditions, there were

o significant attentional modulations. 

Next, we calculated the extent to which the attentional modulation

high minus low) of the response to low-high tone pairs for each partic-

pant/condition resembled a single cycle of a sinusoid with a frequency

qual to the within-band presentation rate. Fig. 7 displays the correla-

ions between the attentional modulation waveform and the fitted sinu-

oid for each participant/condition, as well as data from one exemplary

articipant. Overall there was a high degree of resemblance between the
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Fig. 6. Difference between waveforms in attend low versus passive conditions (top) and attend high versus passive conditions (bottom) across four different rate 

conditions (please note difference in x-axis timescale across conditions). Waveforms display the average response to low-high tone pairs. Shaded regions indicate 

standard error of the mean. Thicker lines indicate time points in which the comparison between waveforms survived correction for multiple comparisons. Note that 

positive-going voltage values are plotted as positive on the y-axis. 
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ttentional modulation and the fitted sinusoid in all but the 5 Hz condi-

ion: median r-values in the 2, 3, 4, and 5 Hz conditions were 0.66, 0.83,

.78, and 0.44, respectively. Most of these correlations were significant

FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons separately for each rate) and

ositive: 25, 28, 28, and 21 participants in the 2, 3, 4, and 5 Hz con-

itions, respectively. 3, 0, 0, and 2 participants showed non-significant

orrelations in the 2, 3, 4, and 5 Hz conditions. Significant negative

orrelations were found for one participant in the 2 Hz condition, one

articipant in the 3 Hz condition, one participant in the 4 Hz condi-

ion, and six participants in the 5 Hz condition (their modulations were

nverted relative to the fitted sinusoid). 

We then compared the degree to which the attentional modulation

esembled the fitted sinusoid across rate conditions by first convert-

ng the p-values to r-values using Fisher’s transform. The degree to

hich the attentional modulations matched the fitted sinusoid differed

cross rates (F(2.27,63.51) = 12.64, p < 0.001). Post-hoc Bonferroni-

orrected paired t-tests showed that modulations in the 5 Hz condition

atched the sinusoid less than in the 3 Hz (t(28) = 4.55, p < 0.001)

nd 4 Hz (t(28) = 4.34, p < 0.001) conditions. In addition, modula-

ions in the 2 Hz condition matched the sinusoid less than in the 3 Hz

ondition (t(28) = − 5.16, p < 0.001). All other comparisons were not

ignificant. 

EG time-domain analyses: forward entrainment 

Finally, we investigated whether effects of attention extended into

he silence between sequences (starting at the time point at which a sev-

nth tone would have begun if the sequence were to continue through

he silence). To do this, we compared the time course of these attentional

odulations (attend-high minus attend-low) to the passive response, as

hown in Fig. 8 . Overall, we found limited evidence for a carry-over of
8 
ttention effects into the between-sequence period. At 2 Hz, for example,

odulations were relatively brief compared to those identifiable during

he sequence (see Figs. 5 and 6 ) and largely confined to the first half of

he cycle. Specifically, the attend-high waveform was more positive than

he attend-low waveform from 4 to 16 ms and from 29 to 88 ms, and

ore negative from 135 to 197 ms. Finally, there were two additional

rief periods in which the attend-high waveform was more positive from

77 to 395 ms and from 430 to 449 ms. At 3 Hz, the attend-high wave-

orm was more positive than the attend-low waveform between 80 and

80 ms but remained at baseline during the second half of the cycle.

his modulation closely coincided with a significant negativity in the

assive waveform between 74 and 178 ms. In the 4 Hz condition, a

ignificant negative difference was found between 4 and 63 ms, and a

ignificant positive difference was found between 131 and 227 ms. Only

he negative difference could be aligned with a significant component

n the passive response (between 4 and 74 ms). At 3 and 4 Hz, the time

oints showing significant attentional modulation overlapped with the

ime points showing modulations in the same direction (positive versus

egative) in the response to tone pairs in Fig. 5 . Finally, in the 5 Hz

ondition, a significant negative difference was found between 6 and

4 ms, and a significant positive difference was found between 150 and

97 ms. Only the negative difference could be aligned with a significant

omponent in the passive response (between 4 and 115 ms). 

To investigate the possible existence of late exogenous ERP compo-

ents in our data, the modulation of which could account for the effects

f attention, we examined the response to the final tone of each sequence

n the 2 Hz and 3 Hz passive conditions. In these conditions participants

ere asked to sit quietly and were not given an explicit task, beyond

dvancing the stimulus presentation program at the conclusion of each

lock. This analysis revealed no clear evidence of any ERP components

fter around 200 ms ( Fig. 9 ). 
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Fig. 7. (Left) Correlations (r-values) between the difference between the attend high and attend low waveforms for each participant and a sinusoid with a frequency 

at the tone presentation rate and a phase fitted to the average attend-high-minus-attend-low waveform across all other participants. Participants are sorted by the 

average correlation value across all four rates. (Right) Average responses to low-high tone pairs in the attend high versus attend low conditions (black) and the fitted 

sinusoid (red) in a single exemplary participant (corresponding to the top-most row of the plot on the left). 
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ummary and discussion 

redictions of neural entrainment and attentional filter accounts of selective

ttention 

Here we used a sustained auditory selective attention task - where

articipants attended to one of two sound streams presented concur-

ently at the same rate but at opposite phases - to adjudicate between

wo theoretical accounts of auditory attentional mechanisms: an en-

ogenous neural entrainment account versus an exogenous attentional

lter account. Specifically, we asked whether attention-driven phase-

ocking reflects alignment of slow endogenous neural rhythms with

he temporal structure of the stimuli, versus attentional modulation (or

gain’) of exogenous evoked waveforms. To disambiguate between these

heoretical accounts, we manipulated tone stream rate across condi-

ions. Under the endogenous attentional entrainment account, we would

xpect that the width of the phasic attentional modulation would scale

nversely with increasing rate regardless of tone duration, with broader

odulations for slower rates. We would also potentially expect that pha-

ic attentional modulation would continue into the silent period at the

nd of each trial ("forward entrainment", Saberi and Hickok 2021 ). By

ontrast, on an attentional filter account, we would expect that the at-

entional modulation would remain limited to the time points associated

ith the N1, and that the phasic attentional EEG waveform would not

ontinue into the silent period of each trial. 
9 
ttentional modulation is broader at slower rates 

We found, when comparing the evoked waveforms elicited when at-

ention was directed towards one versus the other stimulus stream, that

irection of attention was linked to a roughly sinusoidal pattern of peri-

dic positive and negative modulations. These negative/positive modu-

ations were temporally centered on the N100 evoked responses to each

f the tones in the attended/ignored stream, as recorded in the passive

ondition. This finding is broadly consistent with prior reports that the

100 can be modulated by selective attention ( Hillyard et al., 1973 ;

anders and Astheimer, 2008 ; Choi et al., 2013 ; Dai et al., 2018 ). How-

ver, the width of the attentional modulations scaled with rate, such that

lower rates were linked to wider attentional modulations. This matches

 prediction of the neural entrainment account that attentional modula-

ion of the response to rhythmic sound streams would be sinusoidal in

hape. In fact, the observed shape of the modulation of the waveform by

ttention could be closely modelled by fitting a sinusoid at the rate of

one presentation to the difference in response between the attend-high

nd attend-low conditions. With only a single free parameter (phase)

nd the use of a leave-one-participant-out method to avoid overfitting,

he median correlation between the fitted sinusoid and the attentional

odulation reached 0.66, 0.83, 0.78, and 0.44 for the 2, 3, 4, and 5 Hz

onditions, respectively. Moreover, at slower rates the modulation ex-

ended into the time regions associated with other responses in the pas-

ive condition, including the P50 and (in the 2 Hz condition) the P200.
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Fig. 8. Difference between waveforms in at- 

tend high and attend low conditions (top) and 

passive responses (bottom) across four differ- 

ent rate conditions. Waveforms display the av- 

erage response in the silent period between 

tone sequences; the dotted vertical line indi- 

cates the time at which the high tone would 

have sounded, had the low-high tone pairs con- 

tinued through the silence. Shaded regions in- 

dicate standard error of the mean. Thicker lines 

indicate time points in which either the com- 

parison between attend high and attend low 

waveforms (top) or comparison with baseline 

(bottom) survived correction for multiple com- 

parisons. 

Fig. 9. ERP to the final tone in the sequence for the passive condition, averaged 

across the 2 Hz and 3 Hz rates. The shaded region indicates the standard error 

of the mean. 
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n  
he only way this pattern of attentional modulations could be accounted

or via modification of evoked exogenous responses would be to suppose

hat the P50 and the P200 were suppressed by attention. However, prior

esearch suggests that the P50 and P200 are, rather, enhanced by atten-

ion ( Woldorff and Hillyard, 1991 ; Woldorff et al., 1993 ). 

Our finding that, at slower rates, the increased negativity associated

ith selective attention extends outside of the time region containing the

100 and into the time region containing the P50 suggests that modula-

ion of exogenously-driven responses cannot be the primary mechanism
10 
nderlying the attention-driven changes in phase locking. However, this

oes not mean that the involvement of neural oscillations must neces-

arily be invoked to explain our findings. An alternate possibility is that

he results reflect modulation of an endogenously generated potential

hat, at slower rates, exceeds the width of the N100. For example, sev-

ral studies investigating the effects of selective attention on ERPs have

eported the existence of an endogenous potential known as the pro-

onged negative shift (sometimes labelled Nd) that is temporally dis-

ociable from the N100 ( N ӓӓt ӓnen et al., 1978 ; Michie et al., 1990 ;

oods and Alain, 1993 , 2001 ; Degerman et al., 2008 ). Thus, our re-

ults could arguably be accounted for by invoking modulation of Nd.

owever, the Nd has not previously been reported to scale with rate in

 manner that could generate the pattern of modulations across condi-

ions which we find. For example, Woods and Alain (1993) report an Nd

asting around 200 msec in an experiment using inter-onset-intervals of

nly 50–210 milliseconds, whereas we found that in the 4 Hz condition

corresponding to 250 millisecond inter-onset intervals) the duration of

he modulation was less than 100 ms. In addition, our results could po-

entially be explained by modulation of the P300. However, like the

d, the P300 is an endogenous response (Donchin et al., 1978): it can

e evoked in the absence of physical change in the stimulus ( Cozzi et al.,

019 ), it is absent in non-REM sleep ( Cote 2002 ), and it is completely

bolished by anesthesia-induced unconsciousness ( Plourde and Boylan

991 ). The P300 was also not apparent in the passive conditions of the

urrent dataset (see Fig. 9 ). Thus, even if our results could be explained

ia reference to the Nd or P300, these are endogenously generated po-

entials, and so this would not be consistent with an attentional filter

ccount in which selective attention operates by controlling the gain of

xogenous neural responses to sound. 

ttentional modulation is rate-limited 

Modulations of the evoked waveform appeared somewhat attenu-

ted in the 5 Hz condition, suggesting that attentional modulation of

eural entrainment differed across rates. To investigate this possibility,
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e compared effects of attention on ITPC across rate conditions. The

ifference in ITPC between attention and passive conditions was signif-

cantly smaller in the 5 Hz condition compared to the 2 Hz, 3 Hz, and

 Hz conditions. The attenuated attentional modulations in the 5 Hz

ondition could partially reflect task performance, which was lower at

igher rates. However, performance was still well above chance in the

 Hz condition, and this paradigm has been shown to be sensitive to

he neural effects of selective attention even in participant populations

ho display relatively poor performance (such as children with ADHD;

affere et al., 2020b ). Moreover, we found no significant pairwise dif-

erences between performance at 5 Hz and the other three rates after

orrecting for multiple comparisons. The enhanced attentional modula-

ions at slower rates could partially reflect the dominance of low fre-

uencies in the EEG signal ( Näpflin et al., 2007 ); however, there was no

ifference in ITPC between the 4 rate conditions for the passive task. 

The relative lack of attentional modulation in the 5 Hz condition

ompared to the other rates could reflect a switch from a temporally-

elective task strategy to a spectrally-selective strategy. Prior research

as suggested involvement of the motor system in perception of an

sochronous beat underlying a complex rhythmic stimulus, with acti-

ation of cortical and subcortical areas found during beat perception

asks even when participants were explicitly instructed not to move

 Grahn and Brett, 2007 ; Grahn and Schuit, 2012 ; Nozaradan et al., 2017 ;

otz et al., 2018 ; Cannon and Patel, 2021 ). One possibility, therefore,

s that the motor system generates temporal predictions about the onset

f an attended sound stream ( Morillon and Schroeder, 2015 ). Temporal

redictions which rely on the motor system may be rate-limited, as indi-

iduals’ ability to align movements with the temporal structure of sound

treams falls off rapidly as the stimulus presentation rate is increased

 Repp, 2003 ). Supporting the involvement of implicit motor movement

n temporal attention, Zalta et al. (2020) found that both motor tapping

nd auditory temporal attention showed similar dependence on rate,

ith optimal performance at close to 2 Hz and poorer performance at

aster and slower rates. 

imited evidence for forward entrainment 

If attentional modulation of neural entrainment reflects the align-

ent of endogenous neural oscillators with the temporal structure of

ttended stimuli, then attention-driven neural modulations could con-

inue for a time even once stimuli have ceased ("forward entrainment",

aberi and Hickok 2021 ), given that some oscillators are self-sustaining

Doelling & Assaneo, 2021). To test this prediction, we designed the

ask such that participants attended to a series of short tone sequences

o that we could investigate whether the sinusoidal attentional modu-

ation continued through the silence between sequences. The evidence

egarding continuance of modulations was not conclusive. Across all

our rates, modulations were present in the silence between conditions,

nd there was temporal overlap between the modulated portions of the

ilence and the modulated portions of the phase cycle during stimulus

resentation; however, in the 2 Hz and 3 Hz conditions these modula-

ions were largely confined to the first half of the inter-sequence silence.

hese results place a constraint on an endogenous entrainment account

f our findings, which would need to allow for rapid desynchroniza-

ion/damping of neural oscillations after the cessation of stimulus pre-

entation (Doelling & Assaneo, 2021). One explanation for this rapid

amping could be that the silence between the sequences was both pre-

ictable and not task-relevant; future research could investigate whether

he use of unpredictable silence timing leads to greater forward entrain-

ent relative to predictable silences. 

onclusions 

We find that attention to one of two sound streams, presented at the

ame rate but out of phase, is linked to an attentional modulation of the
11 
RP waveform that has several interesting properties that help to con-

train theories of temporally-selective attention. At slower rates, the at-

entional modulation of the evoked waveforms dissociates in time from

assive evoked potentials, suggesting that the changes in phase align-

ent reflect synchronization of slow endogenous neural activity with

he temporal structure of the attended stimulus rather than attenuation

r enhancement of exogenous responses to stimuli. However, these mod-

lations became smaller as the presentation rate increased, especially

nce the rate reached 5 Hz. This suggests that neural entrainment may

nly be a useful strategy for attentional selection at slower presentation

ates, and that listeners may rely upon alternate mechanisms at higher

ates. 
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